Headlines like this make Monday mornings seem
almost bearable! I’m referring <here> to today’s
Globe & Mail article that boldly announced that
Pfizer and German partner BioNTech have been
given fast-track status for the Coronavirus vaccine
they’ve been working on. While this doesn’t mean
they have a vaccine, it does mean that they are
getting closer -and in a hurry. The article goes on
to say that if the ongoing studies are successful
and the vaccine receives regulatory approval, the
companies are expected to mass produce them
starting at the end of 2020. Fingers crossed!
Markets reacted predictably with green arrows
pointing up, continuing the trend in July of gains
bringing more investors sitting on the sidelines
back to the equity markets. There is roughly $5
Trillion (that’s a 5 followed by 15 zeros) parked in short term Treasury Bills that is expected to return to the
Markets should a vaccine be found. This would be massively positive and reward those equity investors
who toughed it out since March.
Our position remains one of cautious optimism. I never let a single headline affect my viewpoint, not even
one as positive as todays. Remaining circumspect is always prudent and we remain focussed on the
medium to longer term for a full economic and Market recovery. What’s more is that we see this outcome
with or without a vaccine. A vaccine would simply accelerate this outcome, making Covid-19 less a gamecharger than a change in time-frame over which the game is played. This is only a metaphor, for as we
know, the battle against the Coronavirus could hardly be described literally as a game. I just mean that a
vaccine will be like hitting the fast-forward button on sports highlights -a lot of good things happening,
only in a shorter time frame.
Hope everyone had a great weekend and look forward to Zooming with you soon!
Be safe, be well!
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